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Abstract. We present a novel image-based approach for estimating irradiance fluctuations from sky images. Our goal is a very short-term
prediction of the irradiance state around a photovoltaic power plant 510min ahead of time, in order to adjust alternative energy sources and
ensure a stable energy network. To this end, we propose a convolutional
neural network with residual building blocks that learns to predict the
future irradiance state from a small set of sky images. Our experiments
on two large datasets demonstrate that the network abstracts upon local
site-specific properties such as day- and month-dependent sun positions,
as well as generic properties about moving, creating, dissolving clouds,
or seasonal changes. Moreover, our approach significantly outperforms
the established baseline and state-of-the-art methods.
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Introduction

Large scale integration of photovoltaic (PV) energy into power grids has become
reality. While this environmentally friendly energy source has undoubtedly many
advantages, it is well known that its strong fluctuations may seriously affect the
stability of the power grids. Most prominently, rapid changes in the cloud conditions cause rapid changes in local solar irradiance which have a direct impact
on the power generated by PV power plants [24]. As a measure of mitigating
the stability risks, grid operators have started to introduce requirements such as
ramp rate limitations on renewable power sources to be integrated. One of the
first places where a 10% per minute ramp rate had been introduced is Puerto
Rico [12].
In this paper we investigate the image-based prediction of irradiance levels
for PV sites. We use a single fisheye camera observing the sky and especially the
clouds around a PV site to predict irradiance levels 5-10 minutes ahead of time.
Within this time frame, it is possible to adjust alternative power sources (e.g.
Diesel generators, batteries, etc.) or otherwise compensate the expected power
loss or surplus. Also, for possible curtailment within a typical ramp rate limitation framework [12], this is the proper time period to consider. Forecasting in the
minute ranges is often referred to as very short term forecasting or nowcasting,
in contrast to short term forecasting which typically ranges over several hours
ahead and is rather used to support allocation of energy production.
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Besides PV power forecasting, our approach can be useful in numerous further applications. Learned relationships between sky images and PV plant behavior may enable more accurate condition monitoring for the PV plant. Other
applications that depend on local weather and cloud conditions, not necessarily
with a focus on forecasting, and hence may benefit from our methods include
building automation (automatic control of roof windows or window blinds; Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning management, etc.), aviation (hot-air ballooning, gliding, paragliding, parachuting, kite flying or model aircraft flying),
marine applications (sailing, vessel routing, etc.), wind power, and more.
Contributions. Our contributions can be summarized as follows.
• We present a novel end-to-end deep learning framework using residual neural
networks for short-term irradiance forecasting from sky images. To the best
of our knowledge this is the first work to approach this problem with recent
machine learning techniques.
• We present a detailed ablation study comparing various network architectures and different training modes and parameter settings with respect to
their test accuracy to select the best model.
• Our approach does not require any location specific modeling or expert intervention, leading to robust forecasting framework which outperforms classical
approaches [28] on two large datasets.

2

Related Work

For very short term PV forecasting, a number of methods are commonly used
(compare also [26]):
1. Persistence refers to the concept of always predicting that the present
situation (i.e. irradiance level) will persist. Persistence is a very good model
on average: Statistically, the present condition will persist in a large fraction
of the time. Hence, in benchmarks that evaluate very short term forecasting
methods with common statistical criteria, persistence is often a hard to beat
baseline. However, persistence fails to predict fluctuations.
2. Statistical models [22, 10, 40, 38, 39] use local information (e.g. past irradiance) to derive predictions in a data driven way. They capture patterns in
the training data in order to identify a predictive model. Simple statistical
models are based on few simple input quantities, like past power production, irradiance, temperature, etc. None of the candidate simple quantities
is appropriate to reliably predict power fluctuation. E.g. a dip in power production on a partly cloudy day comes from a cloud that covers the sun. Even
though a slight increase in power production may precede the dip since the
cloud reflects more light before it covers the sun, no reliable prediction can
be derived from this situation. The cloud could as well pass by the sun.
3. Sensor based methods use additional sensors, mostly local cameras or
satellite images. For very short term forecasting however, satellite images are
usually not sufficiently high resolution both in space and time [26]. Camera
based methods are discussed in detail below.
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4. Numerical weather predictions (NWP) are typically too coarse in spatial
and time resolution to give a useful answer to the problem of local very
short term PV power prediction. They are rather used for short to mid term
forecasting. Moreover, they are computationally very expensive.
Camera-based very short term forecasting. Early applications of wholesky camera systems to determining the degree of solar occlusion and cloud coverage are reported in [6, 31]. The applications of sky cameras for very short term
forecasting is much more recent, one of the first such systems has been presented
in [9]. It reports a binary classification accuracy around 70% for a 5 minute ahead
prediction. Since then, the number of publications on this topic has rapidly increased, e.g. [21, 7, 34, 20, 35, 32, 33, 4]. The general approach in these works is
based on conventional image processing and follows very similar lines:
1. Images are periodically captured, e.g. every 5-10 seconds, often with HDR
fusion of different exposures.
2. An image at one time step is transformed to a binary cloud map by a cloud
segmentation step which in most cases uses some (adaptive) thresholding of
the red to blue ratio of the individual pixels.
3. Cloud motion is determined via optical flow methods to subsequent images.
4. The cloud motion is extrapolated into the future for a prediction.
The clear usefulness of such very short term forecast systems has attracted a
number of commercial players. Since 2015, there exist commercial offerings, e.g.
from SteadySun [2] and Reuniwatt [1]. IBM used a similar approach inside an
ensemble method and reported significant accuracy improvements [19].
The baseline and benchmark for the present work is given by long term experiments with the conventional image processing approach. It is implemented in
a similar manner as described in [28] and evaluated for one year in two different
PV plant sites in Europe. In addition, a commercial product was acquired and
tested in yet another location in Australia. In all three installations, the long
term average classification accuracy of predicting clear vs. occluded irradiance
conditions 5 minutes ahead has been around 80%. Moreover, it can be observed
that predicting persisting conditions is significantly easier than predicting changing conditions: The average long term classification accuracy in the presence of
a change drops to around 50% for all three installations.
The conventional image processing approach works well in favorable situations, when the clouds are clearly distinguishable from the clear sky, their motion
pattern is predictable, and the sun is not too close to the horizon of the fisheye
camera (in which case clouds coming from the border of the horizon cannot be
seen in advance). In the absence of favorable conditions, prediction accuracy
drops significantly. While the case where the sun is close to the horizon will
remain challenging (and can be mitigated with the installation of several cameras), the other two challenges can be potentially addressed with the deep CNN
approach we propose here, except for extreme situations such as shown in Fig. 8.
It is often in hazy or foggy conditions or with dark clouds as in storms, that it
is hard to distinguish if a single pixel in the image is clear or occluded. Here,
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a feature that is constructed based on a wider region of the image is typically
superior. And in cases of unclear motions, optical flow may be too inflexible
to reasonably predict into the future, while these motion patterns may still be
learnable from data.
Neural networks for irradiance forcasting. There are few applications of
deep convolutional neural networks in meteorology yet. Some initial work reports
their use for weather forecast [16] and classification [11]. Analysis of the cloud
coverage (however based on snapshot images) has been discussed in [25].
By now, there is a large number of established deep neural network architectures that have been shown to perform well on many segmentation and classification tasks, for instance, AlexNet [18], VGG-net [36], ZFNet [41], GoogleNet [37]
and many more. Most of them have improved over Alexnet with increasingly
deeper architectures. Due to the problem of vanishing gradients [5], deeper architectures do not necessarily perform better and a common remedy to the vanishing gradient problem are batch normalization layers [17]. A very successful
approach which does not suffer from the vanishing gradient problem are residual
networks (ResNet) [13] which are currently among the best performing network
architectures for segmentation and classification tasks.
To our knowledge, no prior work has yet attempted to tackle the problem
of irradiance forecasting directly with deep neural networks in an end-to-end
fashion. We present a machine learning framework based on ResNet that pushes
the accuracy rates of irradiance forecasting by a significant margin.

3

Method

Our main objective is to build a local short term forecasting model to predict
the state of cloud cover over the surface area of a PV plant. Convolutional neural
networks are known to be very good at extracting global features and learning
image classification problems usually better than regression problems. Therefore, we modeled the forecasting problem as a classification problem. The most
important events for PV power compensation management are clouds moving in
front of the sun, with a significant drop in irradiance values. Therefore, for our
application we can sufficiently well approximate the irradiance level with a two
state classification problem (cloudy, clear sky) which results in a much easier
learning problem.
Power vs. irradiance forecasting. In this paper, we focus on learning irradiance forecasts. We point out that learning power forecasts for a given PV
plant that is co-located with the camera can be expected to work equally well.
Our experience with this application indicates that, despite the fact that the
power is collected over a larger area compared to the point nature of the irradiance sensor, their predictions behave very similarly. In fact, the power signal
is usually a slightly smoothed version of the irradiance signal (except for plant
failures, which are out of scope for this work).
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example sky images

Fig. 1. Overview of our data acquisition setup and input data. From left to
right: Input fisheye camera, irradiance sensor for ground truth measurements, clear
sky masks and example sky images from our dataset originating from 2 different sites
showing variances regarding sky, clouds, rain, fog, snow, noise etc. (top images: SiteIT,
bottom images: SiteCH ).

Datasets. Since our method is tightly related to image data, we describe our
dataset here before the method description. We have access to two datasets that
have been acquired in two regions: one test site in Italy (denoted by SiteIT ) and
one in the swiss mountains (denoted by SiteCH ).
The hardware setup for both sites was identical. For capturing high quality
sky images, four images of 1600 × 1600 pixels resolution were acquired with
different exposure times ({200, 400, 700, 1100} ms) and then combined into a
single HDR image. For both sites data measurements were captured with a
fisheye camera and the irradiance sensor every 8 seconds over time period of 11
months, resulting in about 4.2 million HDR images and corresponding irradiance
values for each site. See Fig. 1 for an overview.
Clear sky model. The clear sky model describes the ideal irradiance for an
entirely cloud-free day and for a particular geographic location (latitude, longitude and elevation). We used the Perez-Ineichen clear sky model [27] to simulate
global horizontal irradiance (GHI), direct normal irradiance (DNI) and diffuse
horizontal irradiance (DHI) under clear sky conditions.
Classification model. In order to create a classification task, we transform
the measured irradiance values into binary values by comparing the sensor data
to the clear sky model and threshold them at 80%. This gives us the ground
truth data for the learning task to classify whether a particular image contains
an occluded or a clear sky.
To help the neural network recognize the temporal connection between current and future states, we also considered an augmented state set Σ, which
contains pairs of the current and the future state. In sum, we investigate and
compare the following two state sets:
• 4 labels - pair of present & future state (PFS):
Σ = {(occluded, occluded), (occluded, clear), (clear, occluded), (clear, clear)}
• 2 labels - future state only (FS): Σ = {occluded, clear}
Data preprocessing. Our image preprocessing involves downsampling (1600×
1600 → 224×224), masking and normalization. With the masking we filter nonsky pixels from the area surrounding the boundary of camera’s field of view see Fig. 1 middle.
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Network Architecture

For our convolutional neural network architecture we use residual building blocks
[13] since they are usually among the best performing architectures for segmentation and classification tasks.
The inputs to all models are initialized with an initial convolution layer of
kernel size 7 × 7, stride of 2 × 2 and 64 filter maps. This is followed by a max
pooling layer of pool size 3×3, and stride of 2×2. These are connected to subsequent residual blocks in the second, third level, each with different number of
filter maps and output dimensions. Each level consists of n residual blocks that
are connected with skip connections, which forwards the residual mapping to
the next block. Shortcut connections are used directly when input and output
dimensions match with each other. Details of convolution and activation layers
at various depths are specified in Table 1 and it closely follows the architecture
introduced in [13]. However when the dimensions increase as the blocks move
to higher level of feature maps, we use the projection shortcut suggested in [14]
i.e., 1×1 convolution layer with appropriate stride length as part of the shortcut
connection. This transforms the input dimensions to match the output dimensionality of the next block. These type of connections are indicated in Fig. 2.
The merged output from the final residual block is subjected to a batch normalization and activation layer. The batch normalization layer solves the internal
covariate shift problem, which refers to slower training caused by the adaptation
of weights that occurs between intermediate layers. Batch normalization causes
a regularizing effect for the data flow between intermediate layers and allows for
higher learning rates and to remove dropout layers from the architecture which
can slow down learning.
We used rectified linear units (ReLu: f (x) = max(0, x)) as the activation
function in our models. After the convolutions, an average pooling layer is used to
sum up the spatial information to generate a feature map for each corresponding
class category. This is followed by a fully connected layer and ends up with a
softmax layer for final classification outputs.
Residual block units. We consider two variants of residual blocks in this work:
(a) A basic residual block with two convolutional layers, a pre-normalization
layer added before the shortcut connections followed by an activation after the
addition of outputs. (b) A pre-activated block in which the batch normalization
and activation layers are before the weight layers. This has for instance shown
improvements on the CIFAR-10 dataset [14].
A graphical illustration of both residual blocks is shown in Fig. 2 (a),(b).

4

Experiments and Results

Setup. All experiments were conducted on a shared GPU cluster managed by a
slurm workload scheduler, with either Nvidia Titan X 12GB or Nvidia GTX 1080
8GB card. The network model pipeline was written in Python using Keras [8]
deep learning framework and Tensorflow [3] as the computational backend.
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Training details. We split our dataset into strictly disjunct sets for training,
validation and testing. We test two options for the split (1) by month: we took the
first 6 months for training and validation (70/30%) and the remaining months
for testing; or (2) interleaved: The training data has been sampled from the
dataset, and validation was split from training in an interleaving way i.e., every
5th day of the week and additional 10% of the sequences randomly sampled from
rest of the week.
Further, we always ensured proper balancing of all classes during training. If
not otherwise noted all experiments predict the irradiance class 5min ahead of
time. We used categorical cross entropy loss function and trained the network
with the Adam optimizer using an adaptive learning rate scheduler.
4.1

Ablation Study

In this section we investigate various network architectures and parameter settings and measure their performance in order to explore which changes have
positive performance impact.
Single frame input. An initial series of experiments were conducted using a
single camera frame input. The setup was initially tested with a CNN similar to
Alexnet[18] with some modifications. The input layer is initialized with 11×11
size convolution filters. Further, we added a batch normalization layer [17] for
the lower level 3×3 convolution filters and a dropout layer was added before the

layer name output size
conv1

112 × 112

conv2 x

56 × 56

conv3 x

28 × 28

conv4 x

14 × 14

conv5 x

7×7
1×1

FLOPs

18-layer

34-layer

50-layer

7 × 7, 64, stride 2
3 × 3 max pool, stride2





1 × 1, 64
3 × 3, 64
3 × 3, 64
×3
× 3  3 × 3, 64  × 3
3 × 3, 64
3 × 3, 64
1 × 1, 256






1 × 1, 128
3 × 3, 128
3 × 3, 128
×3
× 3  3 × 3, 128  × 3
3 × 3, 128
3 × 3, 128
1 × 1, 512






1 × 1, 256
3 × 3, 256
3 × 3, 256
×3
× 3  3 × 3, 256  × 3
3 × 3, 256
3 × 3, 256
1 × 1, 1024






1 × 1, 512
3 × 3, 512
3 × 3, 512
×3
× 3  3 × 3, 512  × 3
3 × 3, 512
3 × 3, 512
1 × 1, 2048
average pool, 100-d, fc, softmax
1.8 × 109
3.6 × 109
3.8 × 109

Table 1. Layered architecture specifications of our residual network for 3 different
network sizes. The last row shows the computational complexity of the network in
floating point operations per second (FLOPs).
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Model
Alexnet
VGG-16
ResNet18-BA

Epochs

Train-loss

Train-accuracy

Val-loss

Val-accuracy

83
72
57

0.0492
0.0904
0.0847

0.831
0.87
0.99

0.6141
0.6258
0.4973

0.8102
0.8287
0.8801

Table 2. Comparison of model performance for different network architectures
using single frame input.

fully connected layer. Rmsprop was used as the optimizer for the model, categorical cross entropy as a loss function. The network was trained end-end without
any pre-trained weights. After training for 83 epochs the network attained 83%
accuracy on training data with 0.614 loss on validation.
The same setup was trained with the VGG-16 architecture [36], with pretrained weights from the Imagenet challenge as initialization. The pre-trained
weights did not have any noticeable effect on our dataset compared to random
initialization, as our training dataset is quite large and has no related images from
Imagenet. Stochastic gradient descent was used as the optimizer function and
cross-entropy as a loss function with a learning rate of 0.1. A mini batch size of 32
was used with 3×224×224 input dimensions. As shown in Table 2, the VGG model
has improved training performance over the previous model with 87% on training
data after 72 epochs of training, with slightly better performance over validation
data. For comparison, we applied the same experiment to the ResNet18-BA with
basic residual blocks as described before which shows superior performance.
Sequential frame input. In order to let the network also learn about temporal relationships like cloud movements, we changed the network to allow an
input of N sequential images by horizonatally concatenating the images. For the
experiment we used a mini batch size of 16 and sequence length of 9 (SQ9) and
compared it to the single frame version as well as a deeper ResNet with 50 layers.
The results listed in Table 3 indicate that the sequential input leads to better
estimates especially on the validation set and the deeper single input ResNet50
overfits on the training data. Later, in Table 5 we also show that a network input
with only 2 sequential images (SQ2) is sufficient to yield a similar 1-2% acurracy
increase. Instead of horizontally concatenating the sequential images, we also
tried feeding the sequential images as additional parallel color channels. That is,
instead of increasing the images size, we increase the number of color channels,
for instance, for two sequential RGB images, we get 6 channels (6CH). As also
shown in Table 5, this input encoding performs better (4-6% accuracy increase
compared to single frame input), probably because local correspondences and
movements can then be better captured by this network architecture.
Basic vs. pre-activated residual blocks. As described in Sec. 3.1 we considered two types of residual blocks: basic and pre-activated residual blocks, which
are depicted in Fig. 2 (a), (b). Fig. 2 (c) shows a performance comparison of networks with these residual blocks. Table 4 shows the corresponding quantitative
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Model

Input

ResNet18-BA
224x224x3
ResNet18-BA-SQ9 2016x224x3
ResNet50-BA
224x224x3

9

Train-loss Train-accuracy Val-loss Val-accuracy
0.0966
0.0904
0.0847

0.99
0.99
0.99

0.6357
0.3883
0.5053

0.9103
0.9225
0.9139

Table 3. Comparison of ResNet with sequential input and varying depth.
BA - basic residual block, SQ9 - sequential input (9 images)

(a) basic block

(b) pre-activated block

(c) performance comparison

Fig. 2. Architecture of different residual block structures. Representation
of (a) basic and (b) fully pre-activated network blocks (BN=batch normalization;
ReLu=rectified linear unit). (c) shows accuracy and loss during the training epochs
for both residual blocks in comparison.

results. The evaluation results indicate that the pre-activated units yield better
accuracy which is why we selected them for all remaining experiments.
Training with interleaving data. In the previous experiments the disjunct
split between training and test data was done by months. Since we do not have
data for a full year, but only for 11 months (July 2015 till May 2016), we were
training the network on data from mostly fall and winter and testing the network on data from spring and summer. In order to let the network better learn
about seasonal changes, we re-organize training and test images in an interleaved
manner such that both sets cover all available months and are still disjunct. Although this slightly increased the convergence time of the training due to larger

Model

input

ResNet18-BA
ResNet18-PA

224x224
224x224

train-loss

train-acc

val-loss

val-acc

0.1415
0.1086

0.992
0.999

0.4973
0.4764

0.8944
0.9037

Table 4. Network performance with basic and preactivated residual blocks.
BA - basic residual block, PA - pre-activated residual block
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Model

test accuracy [%] on
SiteIT
SiteCH

ResNet-PFS-SIN
ResNet-PFS-SQ2
ResNet-PFS-6CH-AG
ResNet-PFS-IL-JT
ResNet-FS-6CH
ResNet-FS-6CH-PT
ResNet-FS-6CH-IL
ResNet18-FS-IL-JT-10
ResNet18-FS-6CH-JT

74.8
75.7
78.9
85.1
88.77
N/A
90.7
92.36
92.93

70.2
71.6
74.1
80.2
84.75
87.9
88.8
90.45
91.34

Table 5. Comparison of results from all models tested on both test sites.
PFS = present-future state, FS=future state, SIN=single frame, SQ2=sequential input (2 images), 6CH=6 channel sequential input, AG=augmentation, IL=interleaving,
JT=joint training, SiteIT=site in Italy, SiteCH=site in Switzerland

variations in the training set, the test accuracy has consistently increased by a
small number as can be observed in Table 5.
2 vs. 4 label state prediction (FS vs. PFS). For the case of the 4 label state,
the amount of training data per class becomes more unbalanced. We therefore
also experimented with data augmentation (AG) and added horizontally flipped
images for the rare classes. In the Fig. 3 we present a detailed distribution of our
model performance for the 4 label case (PFS) on various cloud state transitions
in the 5 minute horizon. The plots show that the model has good accuracy for
recognizing the change classes i.e., where the present and future state differs. For
example, clear to occluded state is hard to recognize in the short term period
and this is very essential in the business of power production and consumption
for planning. Our model tested on SiteIT shows, that 52% of the days have more
than 70% of accuracy, similarly 70.9% of the days have more than 60% accuracy
in correctly forecasting the clear sky transition to occluded.
Joint training and cross site testing. In order to study how well networks
generalize, we compare the testing performance of a network on a test site when
it was only trained on another test side. Further, we investigate the network
performance if it was trained jointly on both test sites. Table 6 clearly shows
that joint training significantly improves the network performance on both test

Fig. 3. Histogram of class-wise accuracy per day, with ResNet18-JT trained on
both sites, tested on SiteIT for the 4 label case (i.e. classes represent state transitions).
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Model

trained on

test accuracy [%] on
SiteIT
SiteCH

ResNet18-FS
ResNet18-FS-IL
ResNet18-FS
ResNet18-FS-IL
ResNet18-PFS-IL-JT
ResNet18-FS-IL-JT
ResNet18-FS-IL-JT-10

SiteIT
SiteIT
SiteCH
SiteCH
SiteIT+SiteCH
SiteIT+SiteCH
SiteIT+SiteCH

88.7
90.7
65.1
65.4
85.1
92.93
92.36
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71.4
72.8
87.9
88.4
80.2
91.34
90.45

SiteCH

SiteIT

Table 6. Test accuracy comparison with cross site testing or joint training. The comparison shows that joint training on both datasets gives superior network
results. Further, a 10min ahead prediction yields comparable accuracies to the 5min
prediction results on both sides. FS=future state, IL=interleaving, 10=10min prediction, JT=joint training, SiteIT=site in Italy, SiteCH=site in Switzerland. Here, we
simplified the model naming: all models used the 6 channel approach (6CH) and preactivated residual units (PU).

accuracy over time for both models

persistence

ours

(ResNet18-FS-IL)

Fig. 4. Performance comparison to persistence model. The persistence model
always predicts the same state as the current input state. The histograms show the
number of days reaching a particular accuracy value (top: SiteIT, bottom: SiteCH ).

sites. Moreover, the network shows comparable performance on both datasets for
5 minute and 10 minute look ahead intervals. The joint test site training of the
Resnet18-FS model for 65 epochs took 5 days on a GTX 1080 GPU. Although
we used less images for the joint training (325K images) than for single site
training (1.2M images), the network shows superior performance on both test
sites due to an increased data variety and possibly better generalization.
4.2

Comparison to Baselines

For reference, we compare our approach qualitatively and quantitatively to natural baselines which we describe in the following.
Comparison to persistance model. With persistence model we refer to a
simple predictor that always assumes the current state of the cloud will persist
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2015-08-25: ours=91.5%, ps=86%

2016-01-24: ours=90.1%, ps=77%

2015-12-31: ours=95.9%, ps=88.7% 2016-01-12, ours=81.8%, ps=69.1%

2016-01-22: ours=92.6%, ps=87%

2016-02-22, ours=93.1%, ps=89%

Fig. 5. Full-day samples and prediction accuracy results on days with high
irradiation volatility (ours=ResNet18-FS-IL; ps=persistence model).

in the future. Since the predictor will always forecasts the same state as the
input, it will perform well with respect to steady cloud conditions, but it can
never predict a change situation. The frequency of change situations depends on
the site and seasonal conditions and therefore this extremely simple predictor is
a natural baseline for experimental evaluations.
In Fig. 4 we show a comparison between the persistence model and our
ResNet18-FS-IL model. In 61% of the days our model achieves more than 90% of
accuracy in SiteIT, and 89% of the days has more than 80% accuracy. Similarly,
56% of the days in SiteCH has more than 90% accuracy and 86% of the days
has more than 80% overall accuracy. Further, Fig. 5 illustrates various samples
for full-day high volatile irradiance curves and corresponding accuracies for our
model in comparison to the persistence model.
Comparison to classical pipeline. The second baseline method resembles a
classical sequential image processing pipeline with edge detection, optical flowbased cloud tracking and subsequent irradiance forcasting. Our implementation
follows similar processing steps of cloud tracking approach by Richardson et
al. [28]. Fig. 6 shows the results of this approach in comparison to our best
performing network ResNet18-FS-IL. With an overall accuracy of 92.9%, our
ResNet approach outperforms the classical method significantly which reaches
only 83% accuracy, on a reference data set for SiteIT. (This dataset was constructed to evaluate the classical image processing approach and contains the
most interesting out of all days wrt. irradiance fluctuation, it ranges over the
whole year.)
Performance by transition type. As seen above, the classical approach predicts exhibits less accuracy for changing conditions (roughly 50%) than overall
(roughly 80%). A similar observation is mostly true for KloudNet, but less pro-
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Fig. 6. Comparison of our ResNet18-FS-IL model to a classical cloudtracking pipeline [28] on a reference dataset for SiteIT. Our overall accuracy of
92.9% significantly outperforms the classical pipeline which has an accuracy of 83%.

SiteIT

SiteCH

Fig. 7. Monthly performance of ResNet18-PFS-JT model over various cloud
state transitions for both sites. The results are slightly better for SiteIT, but generally
very similar.

nounced, as shown in Fig. 7 for ResNet18-PFS-JT. The classification accuracy
for changing conditions drops by about 15% wrt. the total classification accuracy.
Limitations and failure cases. For such a large dataset, not all captured
images are always perfect. The camera sensor has sometimes been covered by
animals, dirt, snow or ice. Moreover, several weeks of images have a color tint due
to a sensor error. Some examples are depicted in Fig. 8. In practice, a prediction
system should be robust to a certain degree of interferences. In our experiments
several network architecture had significant performance drops (20 − 25%) in
these situations. Since a reasonable amount of such cases is part of the training
set, especially the networks with interleaved training was able to tackle these
disturbances with only small performance reductions (3 − 5%).
Discussion and lessons learned. KloudNet has learned to overcome several
localization effects to exhibit good performance over a broad set of scenarios
across two PV plants. Predicting an augmented state set containing the current and the future state does not improve the network performance, but rather
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bird

dirt

color tint

snow / ice

Fig. 8. Limitations and failure cases. The dataset contains images with significant
perturbances like objects, dirt, snow or ice covering the sensor, but also sensor errors
leading to a color tint over a few weeks of data. While the initial network accuracy
dropped by 20 − 25% in these periods the network trained with interleaving mostly
overcomes the issues and only has accuracy rates 3 − 5% lower for those cases.

complicates training due to additional unbalancing of training examples among
classes. Merged input channel layers and pre-activated units improve model performance. The network with shared input layers has outperformed all. This shows
that variation in training data can help more than just volume. Year-wise training shows that networks trained on one season of data can predict instances from
another part of the year reasonably well. Transfer learning experiments indicate
that KloudNet can be used to improve performance on other PV plants with
noisy datasets. In summary, our novel approach achieved reliable very shortterm forecasts with pure sky image models that do not involve any explicit
geographic, weather or seasonal data.

5

Conclusion

We presented a novel CNN-based approach for short-term irradiance class forecasting based on fisheye sky images. In contrast to classical approaches that
explicitly model seasonal cloud and sun movement, our model learns all these
sophisticated relations purely from training data without the need to provide
specific geographic or weather data. Moreover, if sufficiently represented in the
training set, the trained network also becomes reasonably robust to sensor failures (color tint) and partial sensor occlusions (birds, dirt, snow, ice). In several
experiments on two large datasets we showed how changes of parameters and architecture impact the model performance. Moreover, our approach achieves very
low error rates on challenging datasets with a high diversity of cloud- and atmospheric conditions, as well as, it compares favorably to established baselines and
state-of-the-art pipelines. Future work will investigate other successful network
architectures like U-Net [29] or LSTMs [15]. Another promising direction for
future research is the direct end-to-end learning of controllers for grid-friendly
PV plants, e.g. by reinforcement learning [23] or imitation learning [30].
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